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PLURIBUS UNUM

1. saltines

6. posses

Richard E.

Douglass

2. bras 3. sparkles 4. millionaires 5. maples
7. Bibles 8. Amis 9. princes 10. bugles
L. R. N.

ON AGAIN, OF,:;' AGAIN
1. on the level

Ashley

2. on the other hand

3. on the house

4. on the up
9. on one's
own 10. on a spree 11. on tick 12. on and off 13. on the rocks
14. on all four s 15. on the OT 16. on the spu r o[ the mOIT1ent 17. on
the wing 18. on the up and up 19. on edge 20. onthe.dot 21. on the
air 22. on call 23. on guard 24. on the rocks 25. on the verge
26. on the wagon 27. on the make 28. on tenterhooks 29. onone's
high horse 30. on the alert 31. on good terms 32. on its last legs
33. on the carpet 34. on the cards 35. on the beat 36. on the ball
37, on the lookout 38. on the jump 39. on the IT1end 40. on the lam
41. on the shelf 42. on the wane 43. on the prowl 44. on to a good
thing 45. on one l s toes 46. on s:'O\V 47, on the road 48. on the way
out 49. on the job 50. on the dole

5. on the sly 6. on the nail 7. on the loose 8. on balance
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1. gone off 2. offhand 3, ()(i" ~l'~ p"; .1, • .)r[ the cuff 5. off the scent
of[ guard 7. off the top of one I s he ad 8. off the po int 9. of[ the
ha,1dle ~.J. off the wall 11. off the rails 12. of[ the mark 13. off one l S
chest 14, off at a tangent 15. off the trail 16. off the list 17. off one r S
head 18. off and on 19. offed 20. off the tee 21. off by a mile
22. called off 23. off drugs 24. off one s game 25. day off 26. cut off
27. far off 28. way off 29. off one' s rocker 30. off the beam 31. off
color 32. off the record 33. off to a good start 34. off-hand 35. off
the beaten path 36. off the map 37. off and running
38. carry off
39. write off 40. sign off 41. off-year 42. off-white 43. off-track
betting 44. offstage 45. off chance 46. take off 47. turn off 48. payoff
49. stand-offish 50. off-key
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KICKSHA WS

Faith W. Eckler

Animal Kingdom:
blind bat, busy bee, changeable chamele on, crazy
loon, cross bear, fleet deer, free bird, gentle lamb, graceful swan,
greedy pig, hairy ape, happy clam, mad hornet, nervous kitten,
playful otter, plump partridge, proud peacock, quiet mouse, scared
rabbit, slippery eel, sly fox, strong ox, stubborn mule, wise owl
This' n That:
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Acapulco Light, etc. are all names of type-fonts.
Macaroni Salad: The authors are Pope, Pope, Shakespeare, VanUmmer
sen and Landor, Keats, Santayana, Frost, Gray, Keats, Aiken,
Marlowe, Milton, A. Lowell, Pope, Shakespeare, Leigh Hunt,
Goldsmith, Shelley, Wordsworth, Donne, Pope, Byron, Coleridge, Robinson, Shelley, Milton, Santayana, Landor, Pope, Shel
ley, VanUmme r sen, Fielding
THE RIDDLES OF THE SIRENS

Walter Shedlofsky

The first letters of the first and third words read CHAMPION MANY
AMASS TO LANCE; the second letters of the third words read
NYMPHOMANIAC (an anagram of CHAMPION MANY) ; the two famous
Sirens, CIRCE and DELILAH, are found in the preantepenultimate
letter s of the second words. Note that the name s of the King and his
daughters are anagrammable to LUCIFER (for a further discussion of
this name, see elsewhe re in this issue) and the three Fates; CORA
FAN is an anagram of FANACRO (FANtastic ACROstic) , Mr. Shedlof
sky's pseudonym in the National Puzzlers I League.
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